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RTI REQUEST DETAILS

Registration No. : IIFCL/R/E/21/00082 Date of Receipt : 17/11/2021

Type of Receipt : Online Receipt Language of Request : English

Name : Shivam Gupta Gender : Male

Address : RZ-G 1/16A Mahavir Enclave, Mandir Wali Gali, Pin:110045

State : Details not provided Country : India

Phone No. : +91-8178903706 Mobile No. : +91-8178903706

Email : gupta.shivam2020@gmail.com

Status(Rural/Urban) : Urban Education Status : Above Graduate

Is Requester Below Poverty Line
? :

No Citizenship Status Indian

Amount Paid : 10 ) Mode of Payment Payment Gateway

Does it concern the life or Liberty
of a Person ? :

No(Normal) Request Pertains to :

Information Sought : Pursuant to the recruitment advertisement dated 23.02.2021 for the post
of Assistant Manager and subsequently its result declaration on the
IIFCL website dated 24.09.2021, I am filing an RTI request to seek
responses to below mentioned queries:
1) Pursuant to declaration of results for both Assistant Manager and
Manager posts, Kindly inform whether there has been any overlap of
selected candidate(s) (UR category) who got selected for both the posts?
2) If answer to the above query is Yes, then please inform whether the
selected candidate has accepted the post of the Manager and
subsequently would there be any movement of the waitlist in the
Assistant Manager results for UR category candidates?
3) As per my understanding and basis Govt. Recruitment rules (for
EWS) (copy enclosed), if a seat earmarked for EWS category does not
get filled due to non-availability of a suitable candidate then such seat(s)
cannot be carried forward to the next recruitment year (Please refer to
clause 6.3 of the attached Document) as a backlog vacancy. Now, as per
the results of Assistant Manager declared on 24.09.2021, there was 1
seat earmarked for EWS candidate which did not get filled, in light of
the above provision, kindly confirm:
3.a) Whether this vacancy (1 EWS seat) will be converted into the
unreserved pool (UR candidates)?
3.b) What would be the timeline for the same? 
3.c) Will there be any movement in the UR category waitlist subsequent
to this conversion?
4) Please inform the type of Roster system applied for the Assistant
Manager cadre- Whether 200 points or 13 points was followed for the
above-mentioned recruitment? 
4.a) As per the above roster systems, if there are 10 vacancies, then
seats allocation would be- UR(6), OBC(2), SC(1) and EWS(1). Please
confirm?
4.b) In this vacancy advertised for Assistant Manager position, the seats
allocated for UR candidates were 5 instead of 6 seats. Kindly provide
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the rationale for the same?
4.c) In case, there was an error in seat allocation (as mentioned above),
then how would it be rectified? Also, provide the timeline for the same.
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